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THINGS TO REMEMBER FOR NEW ENTREPRENEUR’S
It may be stating the obvious, but starting a business is not easy. That is the beauty of All Star Motivation. We don’t just train you in perfume we show you how to make a life with it. A life full of your
dreams coming true if you are willing to put the work in. All Star Motivation is not just a brand it’s a
life style. Full of hard work and rewards.
Today’s business world is creating opportunities for young entrepreneurs like never before. Young
people from all over the world are increasingly showing interest to become a business owner. According to a survey conducted by the Kauffman Foundation, the idea of starting a business over other
career choices has risen amongst young adults in the past few years, particularly for 18–25 year olds.
Read on to explore the list of best practices and tips that provide young and aspiring entrepreneurs a
clear idea of what they can do and how they can boost their chances at being their own boss with All
Star Motivation.
Don’t hesitate to challenge yourself--Richard Charles Nicholas Branson, an investor, author, and
philanthropist, who started his first business venture at the age of 16 believes that his true motivation
is to keep challenging himself. He sees life as one big university where he gets to learn a new lesson
every day. If you are up to the challenge of starting a venture, don’t be afraid to challenge yourself.
Don’t let work become a burden for your team.
Believe in All Star Motivation and it’s Plan for you--You will never make All Star Motivation work
for you if you don’t believe in the product or yourself. Remember, the very first rule of starting your
All Star Motivation business is to believe in the plan we have given you. We give you all the tools and
training you need to succeed but you have to work and you have to work hard.
Have a vision--According to David Karp, the founder, and CEO of Tumbler, a true entrepreneur is
someone who holds a clear vision and desires to create something unique with it. That means you
need to keep your vision clear at all times, regardless of what challenges you face.
CONTINUED ON THE TIPS PAGE>>>>>
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Do the time--Rome was not built in a day. We have all heard that phrase. All
Star Motivation is the same. When you open the doors to your business they will
not just flock to your door. You will need to be patient. Work the plan we give
you and good people will come. It never fails if you work right. It will take time
to get to 300, 500, 700, and 1000 but if you are patient and work hard you will
see results.

OutLaws--637
Region--1413

Find good people to work with--The kind of people you have in your team are
one of the biggest factors in deciding the fate of your business. The concept
here is pretty simple — Who you’re with is who you become. Reid Hoffman, the
co-founder of LinkedIn, also believes that the best and the fastest way to turn
yourself into an entrepreneur is to find people who are already the way you want
to be. That’s us in the nut shell. You have access to Billy, me and Chad on a
daily basis. We are here to guide you and help you in your success journey. We
can’t help you if you don’t call us.
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Pierre Ledford
Dallas, TX
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Josh Johnson
Las Vegas, NV

B.O.E.--

Learn from the mistakes you make--When it comes to business, failure is your
best teacher. When you make mistakes or face a little setback on your way to
success, you get the opportunity to learn and improve yourself. So don’t get disappointed when something doesn’t happen as per your expectations. See what
you have done wrong, take your notes, do the changes, and move forward. We
tell you this all the time. Fail until you don’t. Thomas Edison found 1,000 ways
to not make a light bulb. Think about that the next time you have a set back.
We have a goal for 2019 and that’s each of you to promote at least 1 solid office.
We will double in size as a company and truly, given someone else the All Star
Opportunity, is the most amazing feeling! So get to work and start planning.
Next week will be the last News Letter until next year and it will be about planning for 2019 so get ready!

		

BILLY, EDUB, CHAD			
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66,860 PTS

SILVERTOOTH & ANAIS			

RHINO UP				

13,610 PTS

PIERRE LEDFORD				BOSS OP OUTLAWS			7,280 PTS
DERRECK CONVERSE			OUTLAWS					5,630 PTS
MARK FERNANDEZ			OUTLAWS					4,490 PTS
STEVEN STROTHER			
PURE FINESSE OUTLAWS BOSS		
4,330 PTS
ZA’KEE SALEEM				
BOSS PURE FINESSE OUTLAWS		
3,985 PTS
T-MAC MOFFITT				MAXX DEAL OUTLAWS			3,835 PTS
AARON TOLZMANN			OUTLAWS					3,755 PTS
MARIA WONG				GUNSLINGER OUTLAWS			3,720 PTS
BRENDON MITCHELL			OP OUTLAWS			
2,980 PTS
ANGEL VILLANUEVA			RHINO UP					2,420 PTS
MIKE MORGAN				RHINO UP					2,070 PTS
NICK ARCE					RHINO UP					2,030 PTS
FERNANDO CERVANTES			ENUFF OUTLAWS				1,935 PTS
ANTHONY TITTLE			OUTLAWS					1,800 PTS
SHANE WHITE				PURE FINESSE OUTLAWS		1,770 PTS
ERIC SMALLS				OP OUTLAWS				1,680 PTS
ASHTON PERKINS				OP OUTLAWS				1,515 PTS
LEXUS HURTADO				ENUFF OUTLAWS				1,260 PTS
MYCHAEL WALKER			OUTLAWS					1,075 PTS
CARLOS CLARK					OUTLAWS					
DANA HARRIS 					
RHINO UP					
DUSTIN PHILLIPS				
RHINO UP					
CEDRIC TERRY					
MAXX DEAL OUTLAWS				
BECKY GARRETT				
RHINO UP					
BRANDON HENRY				
RHINO UP					
NIGEL PORTER					OUTLAWS					
TYLER HENERY					OUTLAWS					
TREVOR STEWART				
RHINO UP					
ABDIEL NUNEZ					
OUTLAWS			
LORRAINE MORENO				
MAXX OUTLAWS				
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320 PTS
280 PTS
260 PTS

		

			

T-MAC MOFFITT				MAXX OUTLAWS				3,835 PTS
Za’Kee
Saleem
FERNANDO
CERVANTES		ENUFF
OUTLAWS				1,935 PTS

TOP OFFICE & CITY SALES___TOP ROAD CREW LEADER___TOP INDIVIDUAL SALES

DERRECK CONVERSE		OUTLAWS					110
MARK FERNANDEZ			OUTLAWS					100

Billy Nolan, Mark Fernandez 3 Man
Road Crew
354 Bottles 3-10-18

1. All Star Motivation
Building Record 2,185 Bottles
Billy, E & Chad 04-10-2010

ANTHONY TITLE				OUTLAWS					75

1st of 1st
the month
of
meeting!

month
mee Ar-

ANGEL VILLANUEVA			RHINO UP						63
SILVERTOOTH					BOSS RHINO UP				61
AARON TOLZMAN				OUTLAWS					60
PIERRE LEDFORD				BOSS OP OUTLAWS				60
T-MAC MOFFITT				BOSS MAXX OUTLAWS			53
NICK ARCE					RHINO UP						52

1. Billy Nolan
Most individual sales one week
231 Bottles

		
USMC
Birthday
USMC BIRH

1. Las Vegas, Nevada City Record
2,309 Bottles Billy, E, Chad, Pierre
03-16-2016

JAJUAN CRAYTON				OUTLAWS						49
ABDIEL NUNEZ					OUTLAWS						44
LARON HARRINGTON			MAXX OUTLAWS				43
ERIC SMALLS					OP OUTLAWS					43
TREVOR STEWART				RHINO UP						41
MARIA WONG					OUTLAW GUNSLINGER			40
BRENDON MITCHELL				OP OUTLAWS					40
STEVEN STROTHER				
BOSS PURE FINESSE OUTLAWS		
40
ZA’KEE SALEEM				
BOSS PURE FINESSE OUTLAWS		
40

ANAIS HERRERA 4 Man Crew
473 Bottles

2. ANAIS HERRERA
171 BOTTLES
AP Perkins Birthday
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quit. No matter who doesn’t like you or who wants you to fail. Your success is not based
off of opinions. It is based off of you. So learn from your mistakes and continue to push
your shine is coming! Its inevitable!!--j

